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Read the instructions carefully and make sure you understand them.

Exercise 1. (15 points)
Complete each sentence with the correct word created from the one in bold.
An example:
Nicotine and alcohol are highly addictive substances. HIGH
1 _______________ is a complex state fed by simple pleasures as well as the more sustained
rewards of activities. HAPPY
2 Some _______________ have accused the authorities of failing to prevent large-scale
illegal shooting of migratory birds by hunters. SCIENCE
3 A recent study revealed that people in a relaxed mood are more likely to arrive
at _______________ solutions when problem-solving. CREATE
4 She has changed _______________ since the last time I met her. DRAMA
5 After graduation she submitted an application for_______________ to Warsaw School of
Economics. ADMIT
6 Display of _______________ behaviour like backtalk or stubbornness by children is a very
common problem that parents are facing. RESPONSIBLE
7 In some cultures it is _______________ to maintain direct eye contact with a speaker.
POLITE
8 New technology could totally _______________ the methods of teaching in Polish schools.
REVOLUTION
9 It’s time to _______________ the way we use the earth’s natural resources. THINK
10 Seeds of plants are a good source of food because they contain the _______________
substances, such as Omega fats. NUTRITION
11 A _______________of factors can influence how fragrance interacts with the wearer's
own physiology and affects the perception of the fragrance. VARIOUS
12 A five-year-old girl who was _______________ burned in Aberdeen has been transferred
to the intensive therapy unit at the Royal Hospital. SERIOUS
13 He exercises and takes herbs to _______________ his immune system. STRENGTH
14 The _______________ of the new school will be in the city centre. LOCATE
15 Negative comments very often _______________ students from further learning.
COURAGE
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Exercise 2 ( 15 points )
Read the text below and think of the word which best fits each space. Use only one word
in each space. There is an example at the beginning.
I Arts and culture of Los Angeles
Los Angeles is often billed (0) ____as___ the "Creative Capital of the World," due (1)
__________ the fact that one in every six of its residents works in a creative industry. There
are more artists, writers, filmmakers, actors, dancers and musicians living and working in Los
Angeles (2) __________ any other city at any time in the history of civilization. According to
the USC Stevens Institute for Innovation, "there are more than 1,100 annual theatrical
productions (3) __________ 21 openings every week. There are 841 museums and art
galleries in Los Angeles County. In fact, Los Angeles has more museums per capita than any
other city (4) __________ the world. A significant number (5) __________ art galleries are
located on Gallery Row, and tens of thousands attend the monthly Downtown Art Walk there.
II The behaviour of whales
Most species do not maintain fixed partnerships and females (6) __________ several mates
each season. Whale cows nurse by actively squirting milk into the mouths of their young. This
milk is so rich in fat (7) __________ it has the consistency of toothpaste. In many species,
nursing continues for more than a year and is associated (8) __________ a strong bond
between mother and calf. Unlike most animals, whales are conscious breathers. All mammals
sleep, but whales cannot afford to become unconscious (9) __________ a long time because
they may drown. It is thought that only one hemisphere of (10) __________ brain sleeps at a
time, so that they rest but are never completely asleep.
III Health risks of tattooing
Because it requires breaking the skin barrier, tattooing carries health risks (11) __________
infection and allergic reactions. Modern tattooists reduce risks (12) __________ following
universal precautions working with single-use items and sterilizing their equipment after each
use. In amateur tattooing, such (13) __________ that practiced in prisons, however, there is
an elevated risk of infection. Occasionally, when a blood vessel is punctured during the
tattooing procedure, a bruise/hematoma (14) __________ appear. While tattoos are
considered permanent, it is sometimes possible to remove them, fully (15) __________
partially, with laser treatments. (Based on: “http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/”)
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Exercise 3 ( 30 points)
Choose the most suitable word or phrase to complete each sentence. Write A, B, C or D.
An example:
Just a minute! You have forgotten to __A_ your test.
A sign

B signature

C signing

D note

1. Last night he was exhausted because he _____ for eight hours.
A had been studying

B was studying

C used to study

D studied

2. They were both very busy. Mike was preparing to the exam while Mary _____ an essay.
A was writing

B had written

C had been writing

D wrote

3. I can’t join you for dinner tonight. I _____ my friend in hospital.
A visit

B am visiting

C will have visit

D going to visit

4. By 9pm this evening I _____ the report on unemployment rate.
A will have completed

B will complete

C am completing

D going to complete

5. What would you do if you _____ the President of Poland now?
A would be

B had been

C were

D would have been

6. It’s time you _____ in bed. It’s almost midnight, isn’t it?
A have been

B are

C had been

D were

7. The trip to Egypt was a nightmare. I wish we _____ there.
A went

B didn’t go

C hadn’t gone

D had gone

C meeting

D having met

8. She will never forget _____ John Paul II.
A meet

B to meet

9. David’s mum told him she will never let him _____ out late at night until he turns 18.
A to go

B go

C going

D to going
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10. Tom wasn’t at school yesterday. He _____ ill.
A should be

B has to be

C must have been

D ought to be

11. I bought 2 kilos of apples at the market. When I came home I realised I _____ it because
my wife has also bought some fruit in the supermarket.
A didn’t have to do

B needn’t do

C needn’t have done

D shouldn’t do

12. I know the lady _____ car is standing outside the building.
A who

B which

C that

D whose

13. He’s going to have the party _____ his friends change their plans.
A unless

B if

C after

D until

14. He advised _____ harder or she would fail the exam.
A that she study

B to study

C her study

D her to study

15. Ann _____ many medals for her swimming achievements last year.
A has been awarded

B was awarded

C awarded

D was awarding

16. Everyone is looking _____ the upcoming celebration.
A for

B at

C forward to

D into

17. They drove to the airport to see their parents _____.
A away

B back

C off

D over

18. Jeffrey felt tired and _____ after working out all morning.
A angry

B restless

C relaxed

D weary

19. My monthly pass _____ next week so I need to buy a new one.
A cancels

B closes

C expires

D extinguishes

20. Let’s call the police. I can’t _____ the noise from next door any longer.
A survive

B carry

C bear

D manage

21. There is no _____ that studying at a good university is a valuable experience.
A problem

B argument

C doubt

D fear
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22. She was offered a(n) _____ in the marketing department.
A employment

B position

C occupation

D status

23. She wanted to sell her silver bracelet, but the jeweller said it was _____.
A invaluable

B priceless

C valuable

D worthless

24. She can’t go by cars or buses for a long time as she gets travel _____.
A illness

B fatigue

C strain

D sickness

25. She didn’t like the film as the plot was too _____
A confused

B confusing

C criss-crossed

D circulated

26. It was a _____ defeat for Manchester United, who had never lost to a semi-professional
team before.
A humiliating

B hurting

C moving

D disgusting

27. The condition of health _____ system in Poland should be improved.
A treatment

B cure

C care

D therapy

28. Aroma therapy is claimed to have some extraordinary health _____.
A results

B benefits

C bonuses

D advantages

29. After 5 hours of negotiations we finally _____ a compromise.
A arrived

B got

C reached

D come

30. Citizens who disobey the law will _____ consequences.
A experience

B meet

C face

D deal
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